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TESTIMOI{-Y OF'JANET GINZBERG ON IIOUSE BILL2549

Representalive Hermesey, members of the House Aging and Older Adult Services

Committee, thank you for this opportunity to speak with you on the subject of the criminal
records provisions of the Oider Adult Protective Services Act.

My name is Janet Ginzberg and I am a Ssnior StaffAttomey in the Employment Unit at

Community Legal Services. Otu unit represents low-income citizens of Philadelphia in a variety
of job-related issues, such as discrimination, wage claims, Famiiy Medical Leave, welfare-to-
work, disability benefits and barriers to employment. Community Legal Services (CLS) was proud

to play a role in Peake v. Commonwealth of Penq$ylv4rua, in which the Commonwealth Court
struck down the lifetime employment bans in the Older Adult Protective Services Act (OAPSA).
We applaud the intent of the legislature to amend OAPSA in light ofthe Peake holding. Howevet,
we have serious concems with the language cumently being proposed in House BiIl2549.

CLS has represented scores of individuals whose livelihoods have been detrimentally
affected by an irrebuttable presumption that a past rnistake automatically classifies them forever a

danger. Moreover, the negative effects of OAPSA are not limited to those precluded from
employment. The prohibition on employing individuals who have remote convictions also has a

detrimental effect on the staffing of nursing homes and other long-term care facilities, From the

consumers' point of view, elderly and disabled patients lose care-givers who have provided
dedicated and responsible service to them and uponwhom they have come to trust arid rely.

First, I'd like to address the look-back periods suggested in this language. Generally

speaking, CLS supports a tiered system that recognizes that different offlenses should be heated

differently. One of the problems with the criminal records provisions in OAISA was that
individuals with minor crimes-including theft of 1ibrary books-were treated the exac.t same as

people with murder conviction$. All were banned for life from working in facilities covered by
OAPSA. The tiered system with different look-back periods recognizes that hiring restrictions

should be more narrowly tailored to address the actual risks associated by particular offenses.

At the same time, we believe that some aspects of the proposed tiered system are

problematic. For example, the bill still contains a lifetime ban for some crimes. It also imposes

aZl-year ban for some others. Practically speaking, a25 year ban is the same as a lifetime ban.

Given that people in the United States work for an average of 45 years, barring people from their'

livelihood for more than half oftheir work life has drastic repercussions on their ability to support

themselves and their families. Furtheruore, social science research regarding recidivism
demonstrates that after 4 to 7 years people who have not reoffended pose almost as little risk as

the general population. Thus, lifetime and 25 year bans have no rational basis.

Finally, the lifetime andZl-year restrictions include some critnes that we believe should

not bar people for life fi'om employment. For example, while aggravated assault, endangering
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the welfare of a child, and comrption of a minor sound egregious, in fact the circumstances they
arise &om are often less serious than they sound. It is not uncommon for victims of domestic
abuse to be charged with aggravated assault when they fight back against their abusers.

Furthermore, the lifetime ban under the CPSL for aggravated assaulthas already been ruled
unconstitutional. I believe there are ways that the legislature can address the seriousness of an

oflense while also recognizing the circumstances that mitigate that offense, One suggestion you

might consider is including aggravated assaults in the higher category of restrictions where the
individual has two such convictions and in the lesser category where there is just one.

Lastly with regards to offenses listed on the list of the restrictions. House BilI2549
would prohibit the employment of individuals convicted of a number of driving-related offenses,

including low-level misdemeanor DUIs. I propose that this low-level offense be removed from
the list of restricted oflenses unless the position being sought would require the operation of a
motor vehicle as part of the job. An individual who has been convicted of a DUI does not
present any risk to persons under their care during the course of regular non-drivitg+elated
employment and banning them from working is purely punitive.

House BilI2549 seeks to address the Commonwealth's holding in Peake with regard to
lifetime bans (and 25-year bans) by pennitting an individual who would otherwise be barred
from employment under the criminal records provisions to apply to the Departrnent for a waiver.
However, in order to meet the constitutional requirements set by the Pennsylvania courts, the
exemption process needs to be meaningful and accessible. It also needs to be quick, in order to
preserve job opporlunities (or j obs, themselves, in the case of current employees affected by this

amendment). The proposed waiver process in House BiIl2549 is none of those things,

IlB 2549 provides that the Department may grant a waiver for an individual with an

otherwise prohibited conviction to be able to be employed by afacility covered by OAPSA. A
specific form is to be used and a waiver granted is good for a maximum of three years. The
proposed legislation mandates the Departrnent to make a decision on an initial waiver application

within 30 days.

Our concerns about the proposed waiver process is as follows:

First, we believe that employers-and not the government-should be making the

decisions about who they hire. Employers have an interest in employing the very best employees

they can hire, This includes employees who are qualified, competent, caring and present as little
risk as possible to clients and co-workers. The process of determining which job applicants

would be suitable for employment is one that employers have perfected over time within the

context of their particular fields. In the two years since the Peake decision-and indeed in the
many years before the criminal records restrictions were flust passed-employers have taken

their responsibilities to their clients and their workplace seriously and have successfully weighed
job applicants' abilities and backgrounds-including their criminal history. In light of studies

showing that people with old convictions are no more likely to commit another crime than
people who have never been convicted, employers are able to rationally and safely weigh the
risks entailed by hiring individuals with crinrinal records without inefficient and perhaps even

costly govemment intervention.



Second, the waiver process as set forth in this bill is one that is not likely to be accessibie

for many people. In order to apply for the waiver, individuals have to be aware that the process

exists, be provided with the appropriate forms for applying for it, and have the literacy and

wherewithal to fill out the forrns, or the resources to find help to do so. We regular'ly encounter

employers who*two years after the criminal records provisions were struck down in Peake--are

still unaware that the criminal records provisions of OAPSA no longer act as a bar to their hiring
the qualified individuals they want to hire. Similarly, before the Peake decision, when certain

individuals were exempt from the restrictions under an "lnterim Policy" issued by the

Department, employers were often not aware that they were permitted to hire people who on the

face of their backgrounds were barred ftom employmenl. We at CLS were able to assist many

people with getting employment by advocating on their behalves with employers and writing
letters explaining the state of the law and why a parlicular person was eligible for employment

using many of the factors IB 2549 sets fofth. Undoubtedly, countless people across the

Commonwealth were unable to obtain employment-and employers lost many dedicated and

qualified employees-due to lack of information about the status of OAPSA and inability to
advocate on their own behalves. We are very concemed that many employers and job applicants

will be equaily uninformed about the proposed waiver process and that job opportr:nities will be

lost to many because of this,

Thitd, thirry days is a very long time to wait for a determination affecting someone's

employment. In our experience, employers will not wait to find out whether they can hire the

percon they want to hire; a position must be filled and they will move on to the next appropriate

applicant. Fwthermore, many of the jobs covered by OAPSA are low wage work and individuals
apptying for them cannot afford to wait 30 days for a clearance that may or may not come

through, let alone a lengthy appeals process.

Finally, under H.8.2549, facilities stand to lose caring and able curent employees who

have already proven their value and dedication to their clients. While the general rule of the bill
appears to apply only to job applicants, the bill later appears to cover current employees as well.
As a result, health care employers may lose fine employees whom they have no desire to fire, and

the families of these workers would face furancial hardship and uncertainty.

We recognizetheneed to ensure the safety of the public and to protect properfy. At the

same time, we believe that thousands of citizens of Pennsylvania who want nothing more than to

be productive members of society will be denied the opporlunity to put their mistakes behind

them and be gainfrlly employed because of a misguided and prejudicial assumption that "onee a

crook always a crook." I believe we face a crisis in this regard. As ex-offenders are

increasingly baned from some necessities of life, such as housing and employment and

education, I fear that many will be forced to return to crime in order to support and house

themselves and theil children. We urge the legislature to consider amending those portions of
House BilI2549 that overly and unnecessarily restrict the ability of people with criminal records

to find gainfirl employment.

Community Legal Services thanks you for inviting us to come speak to you this moming.



For more information about the criminal records provisions of the Older Adult Protective Services

Act, please cail Janet Giruberg atQt5)98L-3745,




